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Abstract The effect of synthesis parameters, such as

batch composition and synthesis temperature, on the for-

mation and crystal size of zeolitic imidazolate frameworks

(ZIFs) using mixed linkers, imidazole (Im) and benzimid-

azole (bIm), were studied by X-ray powder diffraction

(XRPD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). ZIF-7

and ZIF-62 were identified as the main phases and a phase

diagram relating the batch composition and the final

product was constructed based on XRPD and SEM. The

range of batch composition giving rise to ZIF-7 and ZIF-62

was identified from the phase diagram. Changes of crystal

size and morphology of ZIF-7 and ZIF-62 in terms of batch

composition and synthesis temperature were studied by

SEM and different trends were observed for the two ZIFs.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and in situ XRPD

showed that ZIF-62 possesses a similar high thermal sta-

bility as ZIF-7.
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1 Introduction

Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) are a sub-class of

metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) that have higher sur-

face areas than zeolites and higher thermal, hydrothermal

and chemical stability than most of MOFs. They are one of

the most interesting and promising classes of porous

materials that show great potential in gas storage, separa-

tion and catalysis [1]. ZIFs are built up by metal ions

(M = Zn2? or Co2?) that are linked to four imidazolate

(Im). Each Im is coordinated to two metal ions through

their nitrogen atoms. Since the M–Im–M angle is 145�,

similar to the Si–O–Si angle in zeolites [2], extended 3D

frameworks that possess identical tetrahedral topologies of

zeolites are expected for ZIFs. The combination of four-

coordinated transition metal ions and imidazolate-based

linkers opened up new opportunities to synthesize porous

materials with large pores, high surface areas and tunable

functionalities [1]. It overcomes the limitation of zeolite

chemistry to only a few framework-forming elements such

as silicon, aluminum and oxygen. In addition, different

imidazolate linkers may be combined to obtain new ZIFs

with hetero-linkers. About 20% of all known ZIFs contain

hetero-linkers [3, 4], for example ZIF-62 with imidazole

and benzimidazole [3], ZIF-69 with 5-chloroimidazole and

nitroimidazole [3, 4], and ZIF-70 with imidazole and

nitroimidazole [3, 4].

Due to the robust imidazolate linkers and the strong

bonding between the transition metal ions and imidazo-

lates, ZIFs often show high stability towards heat, moisture

and solvents and are promising candidates for industrial

applications [2, 3]. For example, the structure of ZIF-8 was

retained in boiling benzene, methanol and water for several

days [2]. The great capacities of ZIFs to adsorb, store and

separate gases [4] as well as hydrocarbons [5] have made
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them promising candidates as molecular sieves [6–8], films

[9] and membranes [10–13]. ZIFs have for example high

affinity for CO2 [14]. ZIF-69 can store CO2 to a greater

extent than the industrially used absorbent BPL carbon [3].

ZIF-7 [2] can separate CO2 from N2 in combustion gas

streams at relative low pressures and moderate tempera-

tures [15], and alkanes and alkenes through gate-opening

process [16, 17]. ZIF-7 has also been synthesized as films

on alumina supports and used as membranes in sensors and

for gas separation [9], for example separating H2 from CO2

[18, 19].

The properties of porous materials depend not only on

the framework structure, pore size and surface areas, but

also on the crystal size and morphology. Size and mor-

phology control is thus important, especially for applica-

tions in gas separation and catalysis. It is important to

identify and optimize the synthesis parameters that control

the crystal formation, size and morphology. Recently

Venna et al. [20] studied the structural evolution of ZIF-8

as a function of synthesis time. Cravillon et al. [21]

reported the crystal growth and control of nano- and micro-

crystal formation of ZIF-8. Even though many ZIFs with

interesting properties have been synthesized, to the best of

our knowledge, no systematic study has been reported yet

on the crystal formation, size and morphology control by

changing the synthesis parameters such as batch compo-

sition and temperature.

Here, we present a study of how different synthesis

parameters, such as batch composition and temperature,

influence on the crystal formation, size and morphology of

zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) when mixed link-

ers, imidazole (Im) and benzimidazole (bIm), were used. A

phase diagram, based on XRPD and SEM, was constructed

in order to relate the batch composition with the formation

of different ZIF phases. The crystal size and morphology of

the two main products, ZIF-7 and ZIF-62, were further

studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

2 Experimental

2.1 Synthesis of ZIFs

The ZIFs were prepared using solvothermal synthesis. We

used Zn(NO3)2�6H2O as the metal source, imidazole (ImH)

and benzimidazole (bImH) as the linkers, and N,N-

dimethylformamide (DMF) as the solvent. In order to study

the influence of the metal to linker ratio and the ratio of the

hetero-linkers on the formation of ZIFs, we designed the

synthesis batch compositions as given in Table 1. Three

different metal (Zn) to linker (L = Im ? bIm) ratios,

Zn:L = 1:15, 1:10 and 1:5, were applied. For each Zn:L

ratio, thirteen different Im to bIm ratios were tested. First,

we prepared three stock solutions by dissolving the

reagents in DMF: 1 M of ImH, 1 M of bImH and 15 mM

of Zn(NO3)2�6H2O. Then appropriate volumes of the stock

solutions, calculated according to the zinc:ligand (Zn:L)

and imidazole:benzimidazole (Im:bIm) ratios in Table 1,

were mixed together in a Teflon-lined autoclave to get a

total volume of 4 mL (50 mmol of DMF). An example of

the synthesis is as follows: 0.01 mL stock solution of

Zn(NO3)2�6H2O (0.044 g, 0.150 mmol), 0.375 mL of the

Im stock solution (0.003 g, 0.375 mmol), 0.375 mL of the

bIm stock solution (0.005 g, 0.375 mmol) were mixed in a

Teflon-lined autoclave and 3.24 mL of DMF was added to

reach a total volume of 4 mL (50 mmol). The final batch

composition Zn:Im:bIm:DMF was 1:2.5:2.5:333, which is

denoted as [1:2.5:2.5] in Table 1. The reaction solution was

stirred for 1 h and then placed in a preheated oven at

110 �C for 4 days. The solid was washed with DMF and

dried at room temperature. In order to check the repro-

ducibility, we repeated most of the syntheses with the

different batch compositions at 110 �C for more than one

time (1–3 times). Some synthesis series were also per-

formed at 85 �C to study the temperature effect on the

formation and size of ZIF-7 and ZIF-62.

2.2 Characterization

2.2.1 X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) analysis

XRPD was performed on a PANalytical X0Pert PRO dif-

fractometer equipped with a Pixel detector and using Cu

Ka1 radiation (k = 1.5406 Å). All products obtained from

Table 1 Batch compositions used for the syntheses of ZIFs

Im:bIm Zn:L

1:15 1:10 1:5

1:0 [1:15:0] [1:10:0] [1:5:0]

9:1 [1:13.5:1.5] [1:9:1] [1:4.5:0.5]

7:1 [1:13.13:1.88] [1:8.75:1.25] [1:4.38:0.63]

5:1 [1:12.5:2.5] [1:8.33:1.67] [1:4.17:0.83]

3:1 [1:11.25:3.75] [1:7.5:2.5] [1:3.75:1.25]

3:2 [1:9:6] [1:6:4] [1:3:2]

1:1 [1:7.5:7.5] [1:5:5] [1:2.5:2.5]

2:3 [1:6:9] [1:4:6] [1:2:3]

1:3 [1:3.75:11.25] [1:2.5:7.5] [1:1.25:3.75]

1:4 [1:3:12] [1:2:8] [1:1:4]

1:7 [1:1.88:13.13] [1:1.25:8.75] [1:0.63:4.38]

1:9 [1:1.5:13.5] [1:1:9] [1:0.5:4.5]

0:1 [1:0:15] [1:0:10] [1:0:5]

Each batch is denoted with the corresponding molar ratio Zn:Im:bIm

as [Zn:Im:bIm]. The numbers in brackets correspond to the batch

compositions of performed syntheses
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the synthesis series with various batch compositions and

temperatures were analyzed by XRPD. Each sample was

ground prior to data collection and dispersed uniformly on

zero-background Si plates. The XRPD pattern was com-

pared with those of known ZIFs.

2.2.2 Single crystal X-ray diffraction

Single crystal X-ray diffraction data of a ZIF-62 crystal

from the sample synthesized with the batch composition

[1:13.5:1.5] at 110 �C were collected at 298 K on an

XCalibur diffractometer equipped with a CCD camera

using Mo Ka (k = 0.7107 Å) radiation. The structure was

solved and refined using the program SHELX [22].

2.2.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

The size and morphology of the ZIF samples were inves-

tigated on a JEOL JSM-7000F field emission SEM oper-

ated at 3 kV. The samples were pre-coated with a thin gold

film.

2.2.4 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)

TGA was performed on a sample synthesized with the

batch composition [1:13.5:1.5] at 110 �C under a nitrogen

atmosphere from 30 to 650 �C with a heating rate of 1 �C/

min using a high-resolution thermogravimetric analyzer

(PERKIN ELMER TGA 7).

2.2.5 In situ X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD)

In situ XRPD of ZIF-62 was performed on the sample

synthesized with the batch composition [1:13.5:1.5] at

110 �C from RT to 450 �C in a nitrogen atmosphere

(*2 bar) on a PANalytical X0Pert PRO MPD diffractom-

eter equipped with an Anton-Parr XRK900 reaction

chamber, using Cu Ka radiation (k = 1.5418 Å) and vari-

able slits. The heating rate was 2 �C/min and the temper-

ature was equilibrated for 2 min prior to each data

collection. An open Macor glass ceramic sample holder

with a sieve-like bottom (pore size 0.5 mm) was used. The

temperature was controlled by a thermo-couple ca. 3 mm

from the sample.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Effect of the batch compositions on the final

products

XRPD showed that ZIF-7 [Zn(bIm)2�3H2O] and ZIF-62

[Zn(Im)1.75(bIm)0.25�0.5DMF] were the two main phases in

the products. ZIF-7 is trigonal with the space group R-3 and

hexagonal unit cell a = 22.989(3) Å and c = 15.763(3) Å

[2]. ZIF-62 is orthorhombic with the space group Pbca

and unit cell a = 15.6620(14) Å, b = 15.6620(14) Å and

c = 18.2073(19) Å. ZIF-7 adopts the sod topology and

contains one unique Zn atom, which is coordinated to four

bIms (Fig. 1a) [2]. ZIF-62 adopts the cag topology and

contains two unique Zn atoms, each is coordinated to three

Ims and one linker disordered between Im (60%) and bIm

(40%) (Fig. 1b) [3].

Two typical XRPD patterns of the ZIF-7 and ZIF-62

samples are shown in Fig. 2. The XRPD patterns of the

samples synthesized at 110 �C from the synthesis series

with Zn:L ratios of 1:15, 1:10 and 1:5 are shown in Fig. 3.

Most of the XRPD patterns resemble that of ZIF-7 or ZIF-

62. Samples synthesized with only imidazole were identi-

fied as ZIF-4 (Zn(Im)2) [2]. Since ZIF-62 has the same

space group and similar unit cell parameters as ZIF-4, we

also used single crystal X-ray diffraction to confirm the

phase. Our single crystal X-ray diffraction data gave the

orthorhombic space group Pbca (61) with a = 15.5848(6) Å,

Fig. 1 The structure

illustrations of ZIF-7,

[Zn(bIm)2�3H2O] [2] and

ZIF-62, [Zn(Im)1.75

(bIm)0.25�0.5DMF] [3]
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b = 15.7370(5) Å, c = 18.2808(7) Å. The structure was

identical to that of ZIF-62 [3].

As shown in Fig. 3 and Table S1, ZIF-62 could be syn-

thesized at 110 �C within a wide range of zinc to linker

ratios, from Zn:L of 1:15 to 1:5, as long as the Im:bIm ratio

is no less than 3:1. With higher Zn concentration

(Zn:L [ 1:5), including the ideal composition [1:1.75:0.25]

of ZIF-62, no ZIF-62 was obtained. For Zn:L of 1:15 and

1:10, there is a clear boarder between the batch composi-

tions that form ZIF-7 and ZIF-62 (Fig. 3a, b), while for

Zn:L of 1:5, both ZIF-7 and ZIF-62 were formed within the

same batch, i.e. [1:3:2] (Fig. 3c). No solid was observed at

the batch compositions of [1:9:6] for Zn:L of 1:15.

The formation of the ZIFs can be better understood by

constructing a ternary phase diagram, from which the

composition range that forms a target compound can be

identified. A phase diagram, shown in Fig. 4, was con-

structed based on the XRPD data of the samples synthe-

sized at 110 �C at the Zn:L ratios of 1:15, 1:10 and 1:5,

respectively (Fig. 3). The phase diagram gives a clear

overview about the formation of different phases at various

batch compositions. The batch composition regions that

form ZIF-7 and ZIF-62 are well separated. ZIF-7 was

formed within a wider Im:bIm range compared to ZIF-62,

as illustrated clearly in Fig. 4. ZIF-4 was obtained when

imidazole was used as the only linker. When benzimid-

azole was introduced in the synthesis at Zn:L of 1:15,

ZIF-62 was formed up to 23% of benzimidazole. At the

benzimidazole concentration of 37%, no solid was

obtained. ZIF-7 was formed with the benzimidazole con-

centration between 47 and 100%. At the Zn:L of 1:10,

ZIF-62 was formed up to 23% of benzimidazole. ZIF-7

could be obtained with the concentration of benzimidazole

between 36 and 100%. At the Zn:L of 1:5, ZIF-62 was

formed up to 21% of benzimidazole. At the benzimidazole

concentration of 33%, ZIF-7 was formed together with a

minor amount of ZIF-62. With the benzimidazole con-

centration above 33%, only ZIF-7 was formed.

It is interesting to note that only one (ZIF-4) of the

known ZIFs with the composition Zn(Im)2 (ZIF-1, -2, -3,

-4, -6, -10 and -64) [2, 3] was obtained from our synthesis

series. This may be due to the different zinc sources

(Zn(NO3)2�6H2O with respective to Zn(NO3)2�4H2O), dif-

ferent Zn:Im ratios (low with respective to high Zn con-

centrations) and different heating time (4 with respective to

1 day for ZIF-1) for our synthesis and those published by

Yaghi’s group. We did neither obtain ZIF-11 (Zn(bIm)2),

which was synthesized in N,N-diethylformamide (DEF) at

100 �C for 4 days with Zn:bIm ratio of 1:18 [2]. The facts

that ZIF-7 and ZIF-62 could be formed in a wide range of

batch compositions which are far away from their ideal

molar ratios (marked by circles in Fig. 4), indicate that they

were thermodynamically most stable in the process of

nucleation.

3.2 Effects of synthesis parameters on crystal size

and morphology

X-ray powder diffraction only tells the presence of differ-

ent crystalline phases in a sample, but does not show

possible variations of size and morphology of the crystals.

The size and morphology of the ZIF-7 and ZIF-62 samples

were therefore studied closely by scanning electron

microscopy, in order to find out how variations of batch

composition and temperature affect the size and shape of

the crystals.

SEM images of the studied ZIF-7 and ZIF-62 samples

are given in Tables S2–S3. Most of the ZIF-7 crystals have

a rhombic dodecahedral shape. The average size of ZIF-7

ranges from 0.5 to 10 lm. We could identify that the size

of the ZIF-7 crystals synthesized at 110 �C was mainly

affected by the ratio between bIm and Zn as shown in

Fig. 5a–g. The crystal size changed with the bIm:Zn ratio

in a non-linear manner, as illustrated in the graph in Fig. 5.

At a low ratio of bIm/Zn (=2.25), the crystal size of ZIF-7

was less than 1 lm. The crystal size increased first slightly

with higher bIm/Zn ratio, and then drastically from 1.2 to

10 lm as the bIm/Zn ratio increased from 3.75 to 4.5
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Fig. 2 XRPD patterns of a ZIF-7 obtained at Zn:L of 1:5 and Im:bIm

of 1:7, or [Zn:Im:bIm] of [1:0.63:4.38] at 110 �C and b ZIF-62

obtained at Zn:L of 1:5 and Im:bIm of 5:1, or [Zn:Im:bIm] of

[1:4.17:0.83] at 110 �C. The background was subtracted from each

XRPD pattern
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(Fig. 5b–c). Further increase of the bIm/Zn ratio did not

increase the crystal size. Instead, the crystal size decreased

continuously from 10 lm down to 0.8 lm at the bIm/Zn

ratio of 12 (Fig. 5c–g). The batch composition of

[1:0.5:4.5] gave the largest crystals (Fig. 5c). As the bIm/

Zn ratio increased from 6 to 12, the crystals became more

aggregated (Fig. 5d–g).

The crystal size of ZIF-7 also changed with the synthesis

temperature, as shown in Fig. 6. When the temperature

decreased from 110 to 85 �C, the changes in crystal size

are rather small. The average crystal size increased slightly

from 2.4 to 4.7 lm for the samples with the batch com-

position [1:6:9] and from 0.8 to 1.3 lm for the samples

with the batch composition [1:3:12], and showed no sig-

nificant change for samples with the batch composition

[1:3.75:11.25]. This indicates that the synthesis tempera-

ture has a minor influence on the crystal size of ZIF-7. In

general, the crystals became better-shaped, with sharper

edges and smoother surfaces, and less aggregated as the

crystal size increased. No obvious change of the crystal

shape was observed when the synthesis temperature was

decreased from 110 to 85 �C. We also found that the
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Fig. 3 XRPD patterns of the

samples synthesized at 110 �C

from synthesis series with Zn:L

of a 1:15, b 1:10 and c 1:5.

The corresponding batch

composition and identified

crystalline phase(s) are given

next to each XRPD pattern.

When two phases are listed for

the same sample, the first phase

is the major one. The amount of

sample obtained at the batch

composition [1:11.25:3.75] was

too small for XRPD and no

solid phase was obtained for the

batch composition [1:9:6].

Therefore XRPD patterns

corresponding to these two

compositions are missing here.

The background was subtracted

for clarity
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variation of Zn concentrations did not affect the size or

shape of the crystals significantly, as shown in Table S2.

The crystals of ZIF-62 were significant larger

(10–500 lm) than those of ZIF-7 (0.5–10 lm). Both iso-

lated crystals and crystal aggregates were observed (Table

S3). Most of the large ZIF-62 crystals have a pseudo-octa-

hedral shape, with two opposite corners of the octahedron

being truncated (Fig. 7a–c, f). The size of ZIF-62 was the

largest (500 lm) at the batch composition of [1:11.25:3.75]

and synthesis temperature of 110 �C (Fig. 7c). The average

crystal size decreased significantly from 500 to 100 lm with

the increase of the Im:bIm ratio from [1:11.5:1.5] to

[1:13.5:1.5] (Fig. 7a–c). With higher Zn concentrations at

the Zn:L ratio of 1:10 and 1:5, the crystals of ZIF-62 were

much smaller (10–160 lm) (Table S3). Within the same

Zn:L ratio, the average crystal size increased with the

decrease of the Im/Zn ratio and increase of the bIm/Zn ratio.

For all the three Zn:L ratios, the crystals of ZIF-62 were the

largest when the Im:bIm ratio in the synthesis batch was 3:1.

The crystals of ZIF-62 synthesized at 110 �C (Fig. 7a–c)

were much larger compared with those formed at 85 �C

(Fig. 7d–f). The average crystal size also increased with

the decrease of the Im:bIm ratio, but much more slowly

Fig. 4 The phase diagram constructed from the phases identified

from the XRPD patterns in Fig. 3. ZIF-62 is marked by blue square,

ZIF-7 in red triangle, ZIF-4 in green square and where no solid was

formed are marked by a cross. The blue square marked by brackets
indicates too small yields for XRPD. Red triangles marked by

brackets indicate the presence of other phases (Color figure online)
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Fig. 5 A graph and SEM

images showing how the crystal

sizes of ZIF-7 changed with the

bIm/Zn molar ratio at 110 �C

(the size range of crystals within

each batch is marked). Each

point in the graph is correlated

to an image, denoted (a)–(g).

The crystal size increased

between (a)–(c) and decreased

from the maximum 10 lm in

(c) down to 0.8 lm in (g). As

the crystals became larger they

had also more well-defined

shapes with sharper edges. The

crystals of ZIF-7 became more

aggregated and less well-shaped

as the bIm/Zn ratio increased

from 6 (d) to 12 (g)
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than at 110 �C, only from 12 to 25 lm. In addition, the

morphology of the crystals changed with the decrease of

the Im: bIm ratio, from crystal aggregates to isolated single

crystals (Fig. 7d–f). No obvious changes of the crystal

shape were observed when the synthesis temperature was

decreased from 110 to 85 �C.

3.3 Thermal stability of ZIF-62

The thermal stability of ZIF-7 has been reported by

Yaghi’s group by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) [2].

The TGA curve of ZIF-7 gave the first weight-loss of

15.8% between 130 and 275 �C corresponding to the loss

of the water molecules. The second weight-loss started

after 460 �C corresponding to the decomposition of the

framework. We performed the TGA analysis on ZIF-62 in

order to compare its thermal stability with that of ZIF-7.

The TGA curve of ZIF-62 showed the first weight-lost of

15% between 180 and 320 �C, corresponding to the loss of

the guest DMF molecules in the pores (0.5 DMF per for-

mula, calculated 15%) (Fig. 8). These temperatures were

higher than those for ZIF-7, due to the larger size of DMF

compared to that of water. The second weight-loss started

at 480 �C corresponding to the decomposition of the

framework. The slightly higher thermal stability of ZIF-62

than that of ZIF-7 may be due to the denser framework of

ZIF-62. In order to verify up to which temperature the

framework structure of ZIF-62 was retained, an in situ

1 μm 1 μm

a

b

c

110 °C
M:L 1:15

d

e

f

85 °C
M:L 1:15

1 μm

2.4 μm
[1:6:9]

1 μm

0.8 μm
[1:3:12]

1 μm

4.7 μm
[1:6:9] 

1 μm

1.3 μm
[1:3:12] 

0.8 μm
[1:3.75:11.25]

0.8 μm
[1:3.75:11.25]

Fig. 6 SEM images of ZIF-7

crystals synthesized using

the Zn:L ratio of 1:15 at

(a–c) 110 �C and (d–f) 85 �C

with Im:bIm ratio of (a, d) 2:3,

(b, e) 1:3 and (c, f) 1:4
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XRPD experiment was performed and the corresponding

XRPD patterns are shown in Fig. S1. The positions and

intensities of the diffraction peaks only changed slightly

during heating (unit cell volume decreased by only 4%

between RT and 350 �C) and the structure was retained up

to 350 �C. The decomposition of ZIF-62 started at 375 �C

and was completed at 400 �C. A higher decomposition

temperature was detected by TGA compared with in situ

XRPD, which may be due to the shorter heating time

during the TGA that resulted in a delay of the removal

of the decomposed linkers. The high thermal stability of

ZIF-7 and ZIF-62 is important for potential applications in

industrial processes.

10 μm
a

b

c

110 °C
M:L 1:15

d

e

f

85 °C
M:L 1:15

10 μm

10 μm

[1:13.5:1.5]

[1:12.5:2.5]
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10 μm
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[1:11.25:3.75]

10 μm

[1:11.25:3.75]

Fig. 7 SEM images showing the crystal size and morphology of ZIF-62 at (a–c) 110 �C and (d–f) 85 �C. SEM images from three batch

compositions are given, with (a, d) [1:13.5:1.5], (b, e) [1:12.5:2.5] and (c, f) [1:11.25:3.75]
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Fig. 8 TG curve of ZIF-62, which shows the first weight loss of 15

wt% between 180 and 320 �C, corresponding to the loss of the guest

DMF molecules in the pore. The second weight loss starts at around

480 �C, corresponding to the decomposition of ZIF-62
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4 Conclusions

We have studied how the batch composition and the syn-

thesis temperature affect the formation of zeolitic imidaz-

olate frameworks (ZIFs) in the system with hetero-linkers

[Zn:Im:bIm] under solvothermal conditions. Two main

phases were identified by X-ray powder diffraction to be

ZIF-7 and ZIF-62. The effect of the batch composition on

the formation of ZIF-7 and ZIF-62 at 110 �C was con-

structed into a phase diagram. Both ZIF-7 and ZIF-62 were

produced within a wide composition range applying an

excess of the linkers.

Our study shows that the batch composition and syn-

thesis temperature affected the crystal sizes of ZIF-7 and

ZIF-62 differently. The size of ZIF-7 crystals changed in a

non-linear manner with the bIm/Zn ratio, while at a certain

Zn:L ratio, the crystals of ZIF-62 increased in sizes with

the decrease of the Im/Zn ratio. The influence of the tem-

perature on the crystal size and morphology was relatively

small for ZIF-7 but very significant for ZIF-62. A higher

temperature gave slightly smaller crystals of ZIF-7 but

larger crystals of ZIF-62. Both ZIF-7 and ZIF-62 have high

thermal stability, up to at least 350 �C. Our results show

that synthesis parameters, such as the batch composition

and temperature, may affect the size and morphology of

different compounds in different ways. It is important to

screen and optimize synthesis conditions for each com-

pound in order to control the outcome of the final product.
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